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In an ideal society,

it would not only

be children who

receieve an

education. All

adults would be

given a continuing

education of an

emotional kind,

and remain active

through a

psychological

curriculum

The School of Life
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Social Media Spotlight

 

With recent issues around behaviour being thrust in to the lime light in early years it has really got me

reaching deep down to my core beliefs in relation to children’s emotional development. -

 

Too often I hear phrases such as; “Ignore them they are crying for attention” - “They are just having a

tantrum” -

“They need to learn to calm themselves down”

- “You are being silly” -

“There is nothing wrong” -

“It’s your fault” -

“They need to learn they can’t get their own way” -

“An adult won’t come every time they cry” -

 

Now take all of those statements and put them in the context of your own emotions. Imagine in your

most vulnerable moments someone said those things to you? 

Look at the two picture side by side and really tell me what difference can you see between the

emotions displayed in them. Are either less emotive? -

 

Yes sometimes children’s emotions can lack context in our eyes or need to be supported, but OUR JOB

as carers, adults and educators is to support that understanding! Not develop a culture of apathy and

solitude that nurtures a culture of poor mental health in later adult life.

 

Children need to be respected and their emotions listened to! It often will only take a short while to calm

a child’s emotions and allow their play and learning to continue. But the stress caused by extended

periods of crying without soothing is extremely damaging! 

Many studies show this but it is still not common knowledge or practice. -

 

Talk to children and support their emotions! Whether it is with a supportive look, word, touch, cuddle or

anything to give these children the input they need. 

 

Remove the reward and punishment based systems that develop “compliant” children and nurture bold

and empathetic children who can grow and nurture others!

Emotional 
Intelligence

 @misspollyearlyyearsadventures



Professional Self-Care
 

Social Media Spotlight

As we anticipate a new academic year and a new Ofsted

Education Inspection Framework, let us consider how

professional self-care is essential for all of us. Professional

self-care is ultimately about the boundaries that we put in

place to safeguard our health and wellbeing, enabling us to

be more effective in our roles.

In this day and age we try to do all of the things, for all of

the people, all of the time. Working in Early Years is as

challenging and exhausting as it is rewarding and satisfying.

We blur the lines between work, rest and play. We set

ourselves up to fail. We cannot possibly do all the things for

all of the people, if we are not doing anything for ourselves.

We can do it all. Just not at the same time.

As we start September let us think; self-care September.

Here are a few ways to ensure you taking care of yourself so

that you are in the best possible position to take care of

others. Eat well - breakfast, lunch, tea. Skipping breakfast

only makes us hangry, our energy levels dip and we feel less

productive. Lunch breaks are not a treat or a one off special

occasion. They are essential. Not taking a break and wearing

a badge of exhaustion doesn’t make you star of the week. It

probably makes you feel like you have less patience for

people who demand your attention. Having a break where

you can socialise with your team, rest, take a breather and

refuel. Start on time, finish on time. I promise whatever it is,

can and will wait until tomorrow. That includes emails - don’t

send, read and reply unless it’s within usual working hours. 

Three words: Work. Life. Balance. 

How do you as a team incorporate those three words into

your working environment? Not every training session or staff

meeting has to be about your improvement plan. How about

working on that culture of kindness, sense of team spirit and

harmony.

Self-care is less likely to be the one off gestures you do

occasionally and much more like the daily everyday actions

you take that make a difference.

@katemoxleyearlyyearsconsultant



I discovered this quote by Pam Leo and it really stuck in my mind especially after the recent

inset we had about behaviour and the use of the traffic light system and expectations. -

@eyfs4me talked about this issue a while ago and it really brought home to me why I do NOT

like the traffic light system! 

 

Glancing around the hall on inset I realised that if the children had been doing the same

things we as staff were doing then they would have been pounced upon, given warnings or

added to the behaviour chart, naming and shaming in front of everyone. It made me think

that maybe we sometimes have unrealistic expectations for children. Especially in the Early

Years when they are just starting to learn about what is right and wrong and what is socially

acceptable or not.

 

Surely we should be treating children with kindness, respect and love to help them manage

their big emotions and help them learn how to become kind respectful adults. -

Last term I made a conscious effort to NOT use my behaviour chart and instead changed the

way I dealt with situations and changed the way I spoke to the children and in the words I

used. I can honestly say that it actually DOES work! It calms the situation quicker,

acknowledges their emotions but still allows you to teach how some behaviours are not

acceptable in a calm and kind way.

 

WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS on behaviour charts, traffic light systems and how to manage

difficult behaviour in class? What has/hasn't worked for you. Let's share good practice so we

can develop as better educators to support our children.

Traffic Light

Systems
 

@seahorseclasseyfs1

Social Media Spotlight





CPD Focus 
 The Joy of Ted

Talks

FROM THE WORLD'S BEST
KINDERGARTEN TO THE GENIUS
OF BABIES - TED TALKS OFFFER
US UNDENIABLE INSIGHTS AND
NEW PERSPECTIVES 

What is striking about most TED

talks is that they offer a new

and innovative way of looking

at the world. With up-to-date

research and though-provoking

topics they have the potential

to really impact on our early

years practice. Watch them

alone or together at a team

meeting and reflect on what

can be transferred into

everyday practice! 

Start with these little gems::

 

1. The World's Best Kindergarten (Japan)

2. The Birth of a Word

3. The Surprisingly Logical Mind of Babies
 



Write, tweet, delete... 
S I L E N C I N G  O U R  I N N E R  T R O L L

When  living that scroll-life, it would be

unrealistic to think that there are not times when

we see posts, opinions or pictures that don't

annoy us! No matter how much emotional

intelligence we possess, I think we have all felt

that urge to speak up or out. The very point in

social media is #expression and so if we are

going to engage in that world, we have to

accept that we may not always align with

someone else's view. Similary, we know that for

some people, social media is now a valid career

choice, and I won't be the first to admit that I get

angry and jealous sometimes that people get

"freebies" or gifted items. I have been navigating  

social media for less than a year and it can

seriously impact on your mental health if you

don't know yo-self. I have hovered over that

speech bubble and "reply" button so many times

ready to share my own opinion, and each time I

stop myself and I check-in. What are my

motivations for making someone else potentially

feel bad? And this includes passive aggressive

posts and stories. Why throw shade at people?

What do you gain? Write it out instead, screw it

up and throw it in the bin. Social media has too

many good aspects for it to become a virtual

playground. Especially when our role is to be

positive role models. PREACH! 

Top Tips 
F O R  T R O L L I N G  I T  O U T

If you are tempted to

comment, ask yourself:

Is it kind?

Is it truthful?

Is it necessary?

if it doesn't meet those

three assumptions, don't

bother. 

If you want to engage in a

genuine discussion, DM the

person instead, explaining

that you would like to

discuss in more detail if they

are open to it...

Check in with your

emotions:

Is it jealousy?

Is it anger?

Is it envy?

Is it political?

And address those before

reaching out



ae odio. WWW.
W O R L D  W I D E  W O N D E R S

Brain

Pickings
A website that captures

the wonderfulness of books and

illustrations and includes a round up

of the best picture books year on year

Reading expands my

mind, opens my eyes

and fills my heart

O P R A H  W I N F R E Y

https://www.brainpickings.org/


Plastic Fantastic

BLOG OFF

#openuptheplay

Disposing of

Plastic

Laura Henry

Don't Throw out 'all'

the plastic

Kerry Payne

The importance of

toys in childhood

https://www.nurserynook.co.uk/plastic-bad
http://www.laurahenryconsultancy.com/2019/03/12/dont-throw-out-all-of-the-plastic/
https://whirli.com/blog/the-importance-of-toys-for-childrens-development


Bring all your CPD together
using the 

EYLibrary Launchpad

£12.99

www.eyfs4me.com



Top  CPD  on  t h e

#EYL i b r a r y

Insta users have been sharing some amazing CPD on the

#EYLibrary. Click on the link to be taken directly to the

resources

https://www.teachearlyyears.com/
https://www.communityplaythings.co.uk/learning-library/training-resources
https://www.teachearlyyears.com/
http://www.nicurriculum.org.uk/docs/foundation_stage/learning_through_play_ey.pdf


       It was a dark winter morning around

7.30 a.m and I walked into my pre-school

room and put on the lamps whilst my

colleague started to prep snack. The

children started to make their way into the

room and the usual hustle and bustle of a

day in nursery began. And then it

happened, that distinct dull thud in my

stomach. The one that gets louder and

angrier and I felt my brain begin to go into

panic mode. "Christine, do you have any

painkillers? NOW, QUICK, OH MY FRIGGIN

GOD, THE PAIN". It was too late, I hadn't

caught it early enough.

     My belly popped, the blood emerged

and my desire to be wrapped up in twenty

five blankets intensified.  "WHY GOD

WHY? WHY DID MY PERIOD TRACKER LIE

TO ME, THE BASTARD!"

We work in a female dominated environment but we don't talk nearly enough about the impact of

menstruation...

Pre-Menstrual Nursery Tension

PMNT

      Now every girl knows the danger of a

soul-destroying period pain when you are

around boisterous, joyous and screaming

children. And that day, having to remain in

ratio, I admit, I lay on the floor in the

foetal position while my children looked at

me perplexed, amused and concerned. 

Beyond our monthly curse, many of us also

experience hormone related moods. And

if us ladies have synchornised periods

(which is a myth btw), well the

atmopshere in nursery is pretty much

screwed. 

     Periods & PMT are an inevitable burden

we have to deal with in the early years

and so we have to find ways to manage

our tender souls effectively. Our

workplace being "period positive" is

crucial if we are to survive this monthly

 

time. 

     Period Power by Maisie Hill was quite

life changing for me because she

describes our periods as seasons but more

importantly, she made me realise I have

very little understanding of my own

menstrual cycle, and "I am just due on" is

such a disservice to the momentous

experience a woman endures throughout

her lifetime. 

     In addition, Maisie describes the

impact of period poverty and the ways in

which we don't all necessarily have the 

resources and well-being to be running

through meadows or riding wild stallions. I

hate the way period adverts focus on

"lightness" and hygiene when for most of

us, it is just absolute carnage.  This

narrative creates shame...anyway...



       our focus should be on the things

organisations can do to make periods

easier, and things we might try to prepare

so that we don't get caught out. When i

became a nursery manager, developing a

"period positive" culture became my top

priority and I immediately found ways to

offer self-care to all the ladies. 

     And this isn't just about "time of the

month" but how we cope through all

seasons because there is a lot going on

(honestly mindblown) and we all differ.

How we experience our cycles dictates

how we experience our daily lives and I

don't know about you, but I am tired of

hiding in the shadow of my ovaries. 

 

Kerry Payne

We work in a female dominated environment but we don't talk nearly enough about the impact of

menstruation...

Pre-Menstrual Nursery Tension

PMNT

What you can do as a leader:

Talk openly about periods and try not to

see it as an excuse. 

Ensure breaks are away from children

and in a space that is cosy and

comfortable 

Provide a self-care box with different

sanitary items 

Provide painkillers and heat packs

Allow for "period breaks" - we are more

fatigued when on our periods because

of blood loss

Have hot-water bottles on stand-by

Do "team stretch" - brief exercises that

can get rid of anxious tension

 
 

Tips for Educators

Try not to be afraid to

share if you are in

discomfort.

Have spares sanitary care

at nursery

Download a reliable period

app. Tracking makes life

way easier

 

Tips for Educators
Wear a comfy bra because

tenderness is made worse by

tight or restrictive clothing and

if possible wear looser

bottoms during the monthlies

to account for period pot belly 

 

Tips for Educators
Drink as much water as

possible to try and swerve

period acne. Avoid sugar,

coffee and all the baddies as

this can exascerbate our

crappy moods. Try dark

chocolate instead. 

Promote "Period

Positive"
A staff policy on periods

should be in place ensuring

that every member of staff is

aware of how they can access

support. And remember,

period poverty can impact on

staff too. 

Learn about the

impact of period

poverty on both

staff and the

community. Join the

campaigns!

Click on the

sanitary pad

below...
 

Have a period and

save the planet at

the same time.

Moon Cups, re-

usable knickers

and eco-friendly! 
 



Jon Stoppard

"Because
children grow up,

we think a child's
pirpose is to grow
up. But a child's
purpose is to be a

child"



Forget about display boards, we need
wonder walls

Displays

I categorically do not believe in the term "reluctant writer". It places

blame on the child for not possessing intrinsic motivation and I think it

can be disempowering for an educator. Instead, we have to always be

asking "Have I provided an invitation to learn?". This was taken at an

art exhibition and I was amazed by how many children and adults

were drawn to this wall. Learning will never be straight forward so we

have to stop teaching in straightforward ways! 



Want more?
Did you find this bumper newsletter useful? If

so, share your feedback using �#EYLibrary or

contact me at info@eyfs4me.com

 

Want to write for the #EYLibrary newsletter?

Contact me! I am looking for regular

contributors.


